Refractory materials such as carbon possess properties that make joining them difficult. In this work, bonding of a carbon-carbon composite is achieved by employing self-sustained, oxygen-free, high-temperature combustion reactions. The effects of several parameters, such as the composition of the reaction media, and the values of the applied current and pressure, on the mechanical strength of the joint were investigated. It was found that the C-C composite possesses a high activity with the reactive media layer, the level of electrical current used to initiate the reaction and the applied pressure do not need to be excessive to obtain a strong joint. Some aspects of the joining mechanism are discussed in detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Carbon-carbon (C-C) composites have low density and a high strength-to-weight-ratio, and are able to withstand high temperatures. This combination of properties makes C-C composites well suited for a variety of applications including turbine engine components, the nosecone and leading edges of the wings of space shuttles, 1 and carbon brakes. 2 As the number of relevant applications for such materials increase, technology for joining the C-C components will need to be developed to produce a wider variety of sizes and geometries. More specifically, an effective bonding method would be of great benefit to existing industries that manufacture C-C components, such as Honeywell Aerospace (South Bend, IN). 3 For example, through C-C joining, Honeywell Aerospace could perform a refurbishment of the carbon brakes by bonding a new thin C-C element to a used "core" to produce a brake that meets the performance specifications. The combustion-joining (CJ) method, which will be described further, is an attractive approach for bonding refractory materials. Advances in materials joining using combustion phenomena have been discussed in detail in a recent review. 4 Selecting an appropriate joining method is dictated not only by the material, but also by the geometry of and intended use for the finished part. Example techniques include mechanical means (e.g., screws, nails, and bolts), adhesives (e.g., glues and epoxies), soldering, and welding. Welding is typically reserved for use with metals, and even refractory compositions (i.e., those with high melting temperature) can be welded if enough control is exercised over the welding conditions. However, joining C-C composites is not a simple task. Mechanical or adhesive means could be used with such materials, but the application would be severely limited. For example, in the case of the carbon-brake application, which demands highly refractory components, traditional mechanical or adhesive joining would not hold up to the harsh environment. Unlike metals, they do not lend themselves to welding, and even brazing can be difficult because many filler metals that are commonly used exhibit little or no wetting with carbon materials. Even with suitable filler metal, brazing normally requires special surface treatment, adding to the time and cost of joining. Thus, it is not surprising that there are only a few studies specifically concerning the bonding of C-C composites with a refractory layer. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Because carbon is a very refractory element and cannot be welded, it would be desirable to form a chemically bonded joint that exhibits a thermal expansion and resistance similar to those of the bulk carbon. A few studies involving C-C composites specifically have used various layer compositions including refractory borides (TiB 2 and ZrB 2 ), 7 carbides (SiC, B 4 C, and WC), [6] [7] [8] [9] or their mixtures (TiB 2 + SiC + B 4 C), 7 relying on the solidstate diffusion bonding mechanism. Though relatively strong bonding is achieved, this method suffers from distinct shortcomings. It requires long (hours), hightemperature (∼2000 K) sample treatment under relatively high loads. These conditions are imposed by the physical nature of solid-state reactions, which are generally slow. Also, solid media require the application of a high load to obtain a pore-free layer and, thus, a good joint. Furthermore, a long heat treatment at high temperatures could detrimentally affect the properties of the C-C composite itself. All of these disadvantages can be overcome if joining is conducted with the involvement of a liquid phase. Unfortunately, the melting points of the desired refractory phases (e.g., TiB 2 , TiC, and WC) are very high (∼3000 K) and thus not attainable in conventional largescale furnaces. However, such temperatures can easily be obtained through the combustion of exothermic reaction mixtures.
The development of an approach called self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS), or combustion synthesis (CS), [10] [11] [12] significantly expanded the class of exothermic reactions that can be used to produce materials. Briefly, this method is characterized by the propagation of a high-temperature combustion reaction after the local ignition of a heterogeneous exothermic mixture. In the self-propagating mode, the reaction front moves rapidly in a self-sustained manner leading to the formation of the final solid products without the need for any additional energy. In the volume CS (VCS) mode, the entire sample is heated uniformly in a controlled manner until the reaction ignites throughout its volume.
While initially developed for the synthesis of materials and powders, this approach is attracting more and more attention as a tool for joining various substances, which is hereafter referred to as CJ. Several CJ schemes for the bonding of different materials, including superalloys, refractory metals (e.g., Mo and Ta), and ceramics, have been reported. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] A classification scheme for such CJ approaches suggested in the study by Mukasyan and White 4 is shown in Fig. 1 . First, similar to the material synthesis case, these methods can be divided into SHS and VCS joining. In the first scheme, the reaction is locally (in a spot volume of several hundreds of microns) initiated (e.g., by means of a laser or electrically heated metal wire) in the reaction layer, and a self-sustained combustion wave propagates along the reactive media, leading to a high-temperature interaction between the layer and the chemically "welded" pieces. The second scheme assumes that the reactive layer is externally preheated to its so-called self-ignition temperature, and thus the reaction is initiated uniformly throughout the entire volume of the layer.
In this work, we further developed the so-called reactive resistance-welding (RRW) method, 14, 19, 20, 22 which falls under the volume combustion joining category. Note that another technique that uses a similar schematic is the spark plasma-sintering (SPS) method. 23 An important distinction, however, is that in SPS electrical current is important to promote the reaction-sintering process, while in the case of RRW it is used only to preheat the stack and uniformly initiate a reaction. Moreover, for many materials it is undesirable to keep electrical current flowing for a long time, because it may lead to degradation in their properties.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The approach used in this work for joining C-C composites used the concept of self-sustained, oxygen-free, high-temperature reactions in heterogeneous mixtures. Such reactive mixtures typically consist of metal and nonmetal powders mixed in a desired ratio (e.g., Ti + C or Ti + B). A detailed discussion of the apparatus designed and used for our application can be found elsewhere. 22 Briefly, referring to Fig. 2 , a layer of reactive mixture (1) is contained between two disks of the C-C composite (2) that are to be joined. The stack (1, 2) is held in place between two electrodes (3), which are connected to a direct current (dc) power supply (4) . The dc current is used to preheat the stack and uniformly initiate the reaction in the reactive layer. Note that because the resistivity of the porous powder media is higher than that of the composite, Joule heat is primarily evolved in this thin layer. The electrodes are also part of the pneumatic system (5), which applies a load to the stack. All operational parameters such as initial pressure (P i ) and final pressure (P f ), applied current (I max ), delay time between ignition and final pressure application (⌬t l ), duration of Joule heating (⌬t h ), and others are defined by a programmable logic controller (6) system.
Once the mixture has reached ignition temperature (T ig ), the reaction proceeds rapidly (seconds) in a selfsustained manner reaching a maximum temperature (T m ) on the order of 3000 K. The temperature of the stack can be sensed with a thermocouple or an optical system (7). After a predetermined ⌬t l , the pressure applied to the stack is increased to promote interaction between the hot reactive mixture and the C-C layers. The processtemperature profile measured using a pyrometer, shown in Fig. 3 , confirms that the temperature rapidly increases, initiating the reaction. In a short period of time (<5 s), the reactive layer was heated to a temperature sufficient to initiate the reaction. Also of note is that heat builds up in the reactive layer faster than in the C-C composite, as expected. After allowing the stack to cool for a few minutes, it was removed from the die and the C-C composites were joined together.
All samples were prepared using C-C composite cylinders (Honeywell, South Bend, IN) with D ‫ס‬ 10 mm, l c ‫ס‬ 25 mm because characterization work, such as microstructure and strength measurements, is easy to perform in them. Different powders, including Ti (<149 m), B (<5 m), and Ni (<48 m) from Alfa Aesar, (Ward Hill, MA) C (∼0.068 m) from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ), and 25-m Ti foil from Alfa Aesar were used to make reactive-bonding media. For reactive layers consisting of powders, the desired composition was mixed together and then pressed into a die (D ‫ס‬ 10 mm) using 57 MPa of pressure. In all experiments discussed in this article, the initial pressure applied to the joining stack was P i ‫ס‬ 3.5 MPa, which was then increased to the desired level (P f ) at ⌬t l ‫ס‬ 1.0 s after beginning Joule preheating; the application of the current was terminated at ⌬t h ‫ס‬ 5.0 s. When determining the dependency of joint strength based on the current used to initiate the combustion reaction (600, 700, and 800 A), P f was 51 MPa. In determining the dependency of strength based on the applied pressure, 600 A of current was used, and the P f was varied from 3.5 to 51 MPa.
To quantify the quality of the obtained joints under various conditions, mechanical testing of the joined samples was performed using a tensile load on a universal testing machine (Series 900; Applied Test Systems, Butler, PA). Each sample was loaded into a pair of friction grips (Applied Test Systems), with the joint spaced equally between the contact points of each grip. The tensile load required to break the sample was then used to calculate the pressure that was placed on the joining area. The joint microstructure and phase composition were also characterized using a scanning electron microscope (EVO 50 Series; Zeiss, Peabody, MA) and electron dispersive spectroscopy analysis (INCAx-sight Model 7636; Oxford Instruments, Concord, MA).
The effect of several parameters on the mechanical properties and microstructure of the produced joint have been investigated (i.e., the influence of reactive layer composition, the magnitude of the current used for preheating and reaction initiation, and the pressure applied to the stack). Several important, and in some case unexpected, results were obtained. They include: (i) high chemical activity of the C-C composite, which allows the use of pure metals as the initial joining media; (ii) the importance of optimum P f to be applied, because too low of a load does not provide good bonding, while too high of a P f negatively affects the properties of the composite; (iii) the importance of the optimum value of the applied electrical current (i.e., too high a current causes the reactive media to melt and squeeze out of the stack before it can form a joint with good mechanical properties); and (iv) the final joined layer thickness appears to be independent of the thickness of the initial reactive layer. These and other results are described and discussed in detail below.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In general, the joining process can be broken down physically into four stages (see also current. The increase of temperature occurs primarily in the thin reactive layer because its resistivity is greater than in the bulk composite material. This continues until the ignition temperature of the reaction mixture is reached, which is typically close to the melting point of the least refractory component. 12 At this point, the second stage (i.e., the reaction) begins. In this approach, the reaction is uniformly initiated throughout the media volume, generating heat due to combustion and forming chemical bonds with the pieces to be joined. Once ignition has begun, the electrical current can be turned off. At some optimum time, the pressure applied to the joining stack is increased, which leads to densification of the reaction media, providing a joint with good mechanical properties (third stage). Finally, after the joining layer has been completely formed, the fourth stage, cooling, begins. A schematic representation of the joining stack structure on the first three stages is shown in Fig. 4 .
A. Computer simulation of the preheating stage
Theoretical modeling was conducted to determine a range of parameters that could yield suitable conditions for joining C-C composites. It was assumed that the limiting stage in the joining process is the preheating of the reaction layer to the ignition temperature. That is, the Joule heating that takes place in the joining stack prior to reaction initiation. As mentioned above, for typical combustion systems the ignition temperature is about the melting point of the least refractory component (e.g., Ti in Ti-C and Ti-B mixtures). For example, the melting point of titanium (1933 K) can be taken as the temperature required to initiate the reaction in the reactive mixture layer.
In general, if electrical current (I) is passed through the solid sample (e.g., cylinder with radius R 0 ), the equation, which describes the temperature-time (T-t) history of the heating process, can be expressed as follows:
where C p , , , and are the media heat capacity, density, thermal conductivity, and electrical resistivity, respectively, S is the sample cross-sectional area, 0 is a heat-transfer coefficient (loss to surroundings), is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, F is a view factor, and T 0 is the ambient temperature. Assume that the sample is a three-layer stack, consisting of two C-C composite disks (radius R 0 and thickness l c ) with a reactive layer (thickness l rm ) sandwiched between them (Fig. 5) . The T-t history for Joule heating of such a stack can be defined by solving Eq. (1) with corresponding initial and boundary conditions (2):
Here, the boundary condition T ‫ס‬ T 0 at z ‫ס‬ 0 is chosen because: (i) the C-C disk is small compared to the massive copper electrode; and (ii) the duration of the process is very short (seconds). Moreover, in the scaled-up version of this apparatus, the electrodes are water-cooled. All of these factors provide conditions under which the change in temperature at the electrode (z ‫ס‬ 0) is negligible.
The nonuniform physical characteristics of the stack are defined with the help of the error function to account for the changes in the material properties along the stack (i.e., composite-reaction mixture-composite) as follows: where
The parameters chosen in the error function ensure that the transition in the value of each physical characteristic is smooth and occurs as a step at the interface between the C-C composite and the reactive layer. The system of Eqs. (1)- (3), along with the experimentally defined physical properties of the joining materials (see Table I ) was solved using the MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) software package. Figure 6 indicates an example computed space-time-temperature distribution for a stack with R 0 ‫ס‬ 0.5 cm, l c ‫ס‬ 2.5 cm, and l rm ‫ס‬ 2 mm using 600 A of current and T 0 ‫ס‬ 300 K. As mentioned above (also see Table I ), due to a high resistivity in the mixture, which is about an order of magnitude greater than that of the C-C composite, the temperature rises in the reactive layer more rapidly. It can be seen that the temperature in the reactive layer reaches the melting point of titanium in about 0.5 s, initiating the reaction and providing further heat generation and chemical interaction at the C-C composite surface interface. The ignition delay time (⌬t ig ) depends on a variety of factors, such as current, initial temperature, and the stack dimensions.
B. Optimization of the joining process
The influence of several parameters on the quality of the resulting joint was investigated. First, various compositions of reactive layer were used to join samples. Second, for each composition, three different values of current (600, 700, and 800 A) were used to initiate the reaction. Finally, the effect of the applied P f was investigated. The comparative quality of the joint was determined with a tensile strength test.
Reaction mixture composition
Different exothermic mixtures, including, for example, Ti-C, Ti-B, Ti-B-C, and Ti-C-Ni, were used in the joining layer. These systems were selected based on their high exothermicity. For example, the adiabatic combustion temperatures (T ad ) for Ti + B, Ti + C, and 3Ti + B + C compositions are 3348, 3290, and 2600 K, respectively. However, it was found that the exothermicity of the reaction layer is not indicative of the quality of the joint. Some results for joints obtained under otherwise similar experimental conditions (I ‫ס‬ 600 A, P i ‫ס‬ 3.5 MPa, P f ‫ס‬ 51 MPa, ⌬t l ‫ס‬ 1 s, ⌬t h ‫ס‬ 5 s), but different reaction mixture compositions are shown in Table II . It can be seen that there is no clear correlation between T ad and the mechanical properties of the joint.
Moreover, it looks like the system with the lowest T ad possesses the highest TS . This effect is illustrated even more clearly in Fig. 7 , which shows that a reaction mixture (Ti + 8 wt% Ni) with almost zero exothermicity (T ad ∼ 560 K) results in a joint with the highest tensile strength.
Investigation of the microstructure of the joining layer allows one to solve this "puzzle." Figure 8 shows a typical cross section of the joined stack, obtained by using a 2-mm disk of pure titanium powder as the "reaction mixture" layer. First, it can be seen that the joining layer is very thin (∼10 m) and uniform. Second, no microcracks can be observed along the C-C composite-layer interfaces regardless of whether they were carbon fiber/ layer or CVD-carbon/layer surfaces. More importantly, energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis proves that the layer is composed of stoichiometric titanium carbide. Table III summarizes the results of EDS analysis performed at the points indicated in Fig. 8 . It is also important to note that the concentration of titanium gradually decreases over a distance of about 10 m into the composite from the joint layer. Thus, a refractory layer (T mp,TiC ∼ 3290 K) was formed as a result of the chemical reaction between the titanium melt and carbon from the C-C composite. As a result, when there are fewer nonmetal reactive components (e.g., C or B) present in the initial mixture, more carbon from the composite material participates in the reaction, providing a better joint. Also, when C or B powders are present in the reaction mixture, they rapidly react with Ti, causing a significant increase in matter viscosity, simultaneously lowering mass transport in the layer. These effects also result in weaker chemical bonding between the joint layer and composite. This finding led to the general idea of using the components that are to be "welded" (e.g., C-C composite) as reactive elements, interacting with the joining layer components (e.g., Ti) to produce a refractory joint layer.
Further experiments show that the mechanical properties of the joint increase if some amount of nickel (∼8 wt%) is added to the titanium powder. This effect can be explained because the nickel matrix allows for much better bonding between refractory titanium carbide grains. Also, it was demonstrated that instead of titanium powder, one could use a thin (e.g., 25 m) Ti foil to produce good bonding between C-C composite pieces (see Fig. 9 ). As such, components with a complex shape can be joined. It is also interesting that the thickness of the final joint layer is essentially independent of the initial thickness; this effect is discussed later.
Influence of electrical current magnitude
On one hand, it was proven that for the investigated systems, the joining of the C-C samples with significant strength did not occur when current <600 A was used. On the other hand, the results shown in Figs. 7 and 9 reveal that, in general, the tensile strength of the joint decreases as the magnitude of the current is increased.
Estimations based on the data presented in Table I , as well as on experiments, show that for the investigated conditions, current <600 A does not provide stack heating up to the melting point of Ti. This fact explains the existence of a critical current value of I cr ‫ס‬ 600 A. It is more difficult to understand why the mechanical properties of the joint decrease with increasing electrical current above I cr . Again, investigation of the microstructure of the obtained stacks allows clarification of this issue. The ).
J.D.E. White et al.: Combustion joining of refractory materials: Carbon-carbon composites typical microstructure of the joining layer obtained at high current (800 A) is presented in Fig. 10 . It is clear that there is no continuous joint layer formed under such conditions. The high-magnification insert demonstrates that some chemical interaction between titanium and carbon occurred; however, the extent of the titanium carbide phase is not enough to form a continuous layer. Thus, it can be suggested that higher electrical current, which creates a higher temperature in the joining layer, results in very rapid squeezing of liquid metal from the gap. This lack of sufficient reagent does not allow the development of good bonding between the joining pieces.
Influence of maximum applied pressure
In all of the previous investigations, the lower amperage (600 A) condition yielded the best results, so it was used along with the Ti + 8 wt% Ni composition. The maximum pressure applied to the stack, at ⌬t l ‫ס‬ 1.0 s after beginning the preheating stage, was varied between 3.5 MPa (the initial pressure) and 51 MPa. This resulted in some interesting findings. It was found that when a relatively low pressure was applied to the stack during joining, the joined components would fail along the joint when submitted to a tensile stress. However, above some critical value, it appears that the joined samples began failing in the composite material away from the area where they were joined. This is shown in the tensile strength results of Fig. 11 . Another conclusion from this round of experiments is that it appears it is not advantageous to apply a pressure greater than this critical value. While the samples still failed away from the joint, the magnitude of the tensile strength decreased. This effect is related to the influence of the process conditions on the mechanical properties of the C-C composite material. Additional experiments confirmed that application of high compressive loads followed by rapid unloading leads to C-C composite exfoliation.
C. Joining mechanism
To understand the joining mechanism further, let us first look at the diffusion of carbon into the liquid titanium melt. Using the Stokes-Einstein relation [Eq. (4)], the diffusion coefficient for C in Ti at the melting point of Ti can be approximated:
where D m is the diffusion coefficient of the solid (e.g., C) in the liquid (e.g., Ti), k B is the Boltzmann constant, T m is the melting point of the liquid, is the viscosity of the liquid, and r c is the radius of the diffusing particle. For this system, titanium has a viscosity on the order of 10 −3 Pa-s, 24 and the radius of carbon is about 0.7 Å, resulting in a diffusion coefficient on the order of D m ∼ 10 −5 cm 2 /s. 25 The duration (⌬t r ; reaction time) of the joining process during which a high-temperature region (T > T m.p.,Ti ‫ס‬ 1993 K) existed was at least 1 s. Using this, one can estimate the diffusion length as follows:
This value exceeds the final thickness (⌬ f ∼10 m) of the obtained joining layer (see Fig. 8 ) under optimum bonding conditions (I max ‫ס‬ 600 A, P f ‫ס‬ 20 MPa) (Fig.  11) . Also, it was shown that the ⌬ f of the joining layer was essentially independent of the initial reactive media thickness. Indeed, ⌬ f was ∼10 m when either a 2-mm disk compacted from Ti powder or a 25-m Ti foil was used as a reactive layer. All these results suggest that in addition to chemical interaction between carbon and liquid metal, the process of liquid flow in the gap under applied pressure plays an important role in the formation of the joint.
To estimate the characteristic squeezing rate of melts in the gap, let us modify a solution obtained in the study by Landau and Lifshitz 26 for liquid flow between two parallel round plates with radius R 0 , one of which is fixed and the other one moves with constant velocity (U) toward the other. It was shown that in this case the radial velocity of liquid flow ( r ), pressure (p), and force (F) acting on the plate can be calculated as follows: r = 1 2 и dp dr z͑z − h͒ ,
where is the dynamic viscosity of the melt, h is the instantaneous distance between the plates, and p 0 is the atmospheric pressure. These relations obtained for a quasistationary approximation are correct in the case when a constant load (F) is applied to the plate. In such a case, the velocity of plate movement can be estimated as
The complex metal-carbide melt in the joining layer is a liquid with high viscosity, and thus the quasistationary approximation can be applied to the considered conditions. If one neglects the process of liquid solidification (due to heat losses, as well as crystallization of the refractory product), the velocity with which the plates approach each other when constant pressure, P, is applied to the lower plate can be calculated as follows:
Integrating Eq. (8) with initial condition h(t ‫ס‬ 0) ‫ס‬ h 0 gives the relation for the instantaneous thickness of the reactive layer (h), which becomes liquid upon reaching the melting point of titanium:
where t f , the characteristic squeezing time, is defined as
For a sample with R 0 ‫ס‬ 0.5 cm, an initial thickness of h 0 ‫ס‬ 4 mm, an applied pressure of P ‫ס‬ 3.5 MPa (the initial load used), and a viscosity of ‫ס‬ 5 × 10 −3 Pa-s for liquid titanium at its melting point, Eq. (10) shows that the layer is squeezed to the micron scale in a time period on the order of 0.1 s (see Fig. 12 ). We believe that it is not mere coincidence that the carbon diffusion length for ⌬t r ‫ס‬ 0.1 s estimated using Eq. (5) is ∼10 m.
Frame-by-frame analysis of video recordings of the joining process enables the determination of the experimental dependence h ‫ס‬ h(t). An example using 600 A of   FIG. 12 . Squeezing of a melted titanium layer between two plates using Eq. (9). current and conditions similar to those used for the theoretical calculations is shown in Fig. 13 . It can be seen that, indeed, on the initial stage (∼0.2 s) the gap decreases rapidly (∼10 mm/s), while the squeezing slows once the distance is <500 m. These results are in good qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions.
The above estimations suggest the following physical model for the joining process. Upon Joule heating, temperature in the titanium layer rapidly rises until it reaches its melting point (1993 K). Even under relatively low initial pressure (P i ‫ס‬ 3.5 MPa), the melted titanium is rapidly squeezed out of the gap between the pieces to be joined. Simultaneously, carbon from the composite material is dissolved into the liquid-metal layer, leading to the formation of a refractory phase (TiC) with a much higher viscosity than the metal. Because the characteristic squeezing rate is much higher than the characteristic diffusion time, the thickness of the final joining layer is essentially independent of h 0 . It is important for the composite material to chemically bond with the joining layer to form a good joint. The addition of C to the reactive layer (i.e., Ti + xC mixture) decreases the diffusion rate of carbon from the composite material, which results in diminished chemical interaction between the layer and the pieces to be welded. Hence, the strength of the formed joint is reduced.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our design has proven the RRW approach is effective for joining C-C composites that are used for carbon brakes. In fact, joints that possess higher mechanical properties than the composite itself have been achieved. Additionally, several other results were found: (1) the C-C composite possesses a high enough activity that supplemental carbon in the reactive media is not needed; (2) increasing the pressure beyond a critical value can negatively affect the composite itself; (3) using too much electrical current appears to cause the reactive media to melt and squeeze out before it can form a joint with good mechanical properties; and (4) the final joined layer thickness was independent of the thickness of the initial reactive media. Though some of these results are surprising, they have shown that the process is even more viable than originally thought. Plans are currently under way to scale the operation for use in an industrial environment.
